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Figure 1 shows the NAO robot acquired by the

Mathematics, Computer Science, and Statistics

department.

Figure 2 shows research student, Bee Boland,

interacting with NAO.

Figure 3 pictures another research student, Mark

Crosby, also hard at work on research with NAO.

The Mathematics, Computer Science, and Statistics

department at SUNY Oneonta recently obtained two

NAO robots. NAO is a humanoid robot standing at 58cm

tall intended for human interaction. It has been primarily

used in areas of research and education. The robot has

thrived in the area of communication therapy for children

with autism.

SUNY Oneonta’s Computer Science program has been

partnering with Broome-Tioga BOCES, Oak Tree to

conduct research in this area. In Fall 2015, the research

team focused on learning how to utilize and program all

of NAO’s capabilities. The plan is to then apply the

documentation and knowledge to creating therapy

applications.

On Aldebaran’s site, there is a document called “An

Introduction to Robotics with NAO,” written by Mike

Beiter, Brian Coltin, and Somchaya Liemhetcharat. This

book provides ten modules to the reader that explain how

to use the Choregraphe software, a graphic user interface

interactive development environment used to control and

program NAO. The book shows how to use the built in

behaviors of NAO and how to program new behaviors in

Python.

SUNY Oneonta’s NAO research team spent last fall going

through each module, which explained NAO’s many

features including text to speech output, movement and

balance, speech recognition, facial and object recognition,

and more. While programming demonstrations, the team

has kept a record of the Python functions available to

NAO and the behaviors within Choregraphe. This way

when beginning to program the therapy portion of the

research, there is a reference.

Watch the videos to see documentation results.

Aldebaran and other researchers of NAO have begun to explore

the many ways it can be implemented into autism therapies.

Often times children with autism are more able to interact with

the robot than with others around them. Use of NAO in therapy

can either bridge a way to communicate between the child and

others, or improve on the child’s communication skills overall.

Aldebaran currently has a program called ASK NAO which

dedicates itself to the use of NAO in special education classrooms

to engage students in interaction and learning.

SUNY Oneonta plans to develop more ways for NAO to be used in

special education. The team will be advised by a speech

pathologist who works with students who have autism to know

what types of tools would be useful in therapy and classroom

settings. After designing and programming tools to improve

therapies, the speech pathologist will utilize these tools in the

classroom to test their effectiveness.


